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Nonlinear dynamics of a semiconductor laser with filtered optical feedback
and the influence of noise
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Vrije Universiteit, FEW N&S, De Boelelaan 1081, 1081 HV Amsterdam, The Netherlands
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We investigate the influence of quantum noise on the highly complex nonlinear dynamics that arise in a
single-mode semiconductor laser subject to filtered optical feedback. Our numerical study, which utilizes rate
equations that are augmented by Langevin noise terms to account for the spontaneous-recombination noise,
shows that for relatively broad filters the noise may lead to qualitatively different dynamics than predicted by
a deterministic analysis. In particular, we find that certain attractors that are predicted in the absence of noise
may no longer be available when the effects of noise are correctly incorporated. For narrow bandwidth filters
we demonstrate optical-injection-like behavior and identify locking of the semiconductor laser to the relaxation
oscillation side peaks. In general, the results indicate that shot noise in the laser can influence the dynamics
quite substantially.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Optical feedback induced dynamics in semiconductor
sers have attracted considerable attention in recent y
@1–15#. It is now a well-known fact that such lasers exhib
rich nonlinear dynamical behavior@1,2#, involving steady-
state cw operation~fixed-point dynamics!, self-oscillations
~limit cycle dynamics! @3#, quasiperiodicity@4#, and chaos
@5#. Various types of coexistence have also been predic
with complicated bifurcation schemes@6#. Several early
studies dealt with conventional optical feedback~COF!
@3,6–8#, where the spectral content of the light that is f
back into the laser is not altered. COF, under the right c
ditions, is routinely used to improve the frequency stabil
of a semiconductor laser by coupling the laser to a hi
finesse resonator@9,10#. More recently, motivated by a num
ber of factors, filtered optical feedback~FOF! has become a
topic of interest@11–14#. Among the obvious reasons fo
pursuing an analysis of FOF is the fact that in many ap
cations a semiconductor laser is subject to optical feedb
from a diffraction grating, or from a resonant medium su
as a vapor cell, which spectrally filters the feedback lig
From the nonlinear dynamical perspective, which constitu
our interest in this subject, spectral filtering of the feedba
light has some profound implications on the response of
laser. The complex dynamical behavior in lasers with fe
back is primarily rooted in the undamping of the intrins
relaxation oscillation in the laser in combination with th
relatively large phase-modulation property of semiconduc
lasers~expressed by thea parameter!. A filter with an appro-
priately chosen bandwidth can provide a mechanism for c
trolling the influence of relaxation oscillations on the d
namical response. Furthermore, the use of a filter to con
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the frequency content of the feedback light introduces a c
trollable nonlinearity into the feedback system, where
nonlinearity is due to the response function of the filter. T
ability to exploit this nonlinearity, and hence control the d
namics of the laser, arises from the fact that one now has
parameters that can be varied, the filter bandwidth and
detuning of the filter from the solitary laser frequency.
judicious choice of these two parameters, which are exte
to the laser, allows one to choose the point of the opera
on the nonlinear response function of the filter and he
affect the dynamics of the laser.

The original interest in optical feedback arose from a d
sire to understand the associated instabilities, and to dev
strategies for controlling the underlying dynami
@6–10,15,16# so as to achieve narrow linewidth operatio
Later, it became evident that in certain instances these in
bilities can have practical applications as well, such as
application of coherence-collapse dynamics in CD play
and pump lasers, and the more recent subject of chaotic
cryption in which a low-frequency fluctuations attractor
used to produce the carrier wave@17–20#.

We now discuss the motivation behind pursuing an elu
dation of the role of noise in influencing the dynamics of
semiconductor laser that is subject to filtered optical fe
back. Deterministic analyses of FOF have predicted a r
variety of dynamics and also coexistence of attractors ov
large parameter range@11,14#. However, in such an analysis
there is no guarantee that a predicted attractor is stable
what its relative stability is with respect to another attract
Since the noise levels in semiconductor lasers are relati
high, both below and above threshold, it is reasonable
speculate that these noise levels will affect the dynam
response of the laser. Intuitively, one expects that noise
drive the laser dynamics to the most stable attractor and
through a noise analysis, one can obtain some indi
knowledge of the relative stability of coexisting attracto
Close to bifurcations, and in instances with coexisting d
©2003 The American Physical Society13-1
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namical attractors, the issue of stability may become so
cial that in order to accurately predict the dynamics one m
include the effect of noise. At the very least, therefore
noise analysis may help identify which of the attractors t
are predicted by a deterministic analysis are margin
stable, and which are robust.

An elucidation of the noise effects is also important if o
is to implement the nonlinear dynamical behavior of a se
conductor laser in applications like chaos control, chaos s
chronization, and chaotic encryption@18–20#. Lastly, noise
in nonlinear systems often causes some unexpected an
usual dynamics, and a systematic elucidation of the effec
noise on the response of a semiconductor laser is there
useful.

In this paper, we will consider noise due to the combin
effects of carrier recombination and spontaneous pho
emission into the laser mode. The rate of the latter proces
usually a small fraction~Petermann factor! of the total
carrier-recombination rate. These noise sources are qua
mechanical in origin and are additive. There can also
contributions from multiplicative technical noise that c
arise from fluctuations in injection current or laser tempe
ture. However, these are neglected in this paper since t
sources of noise can be mitigated. It was shown by He
@21#, and later confirmed by Petermann@16#, that in a single-
mode semiconductor laser the influence of carrier shot n
on the laser linewidth incw operationcan be neglected. Ou
work indicates that, while the role of shot noise is inde
marginal in determining the steady-state characteristics
the laser, one cannot say the same about its effect on
dynamics. In fact, one of our principal findings is that t
carrier shot noise, despite its relatively small magnitude,
a profound effect on thedynamicsof the laser, and so it is
crucial that one include the shot noise contribution wh
studying the feedback-induced dynamics of a semicondu
laser.

In related work, we previously identified three distin
regimes of interest depending on the relative values of
filter bandwidth, the relaxation oscillation frequency of t
laser, and the external cavity mode spacing induced by
external delay. The first, called the narrow filter case, is
regime where the filter bandwidth is much less than the
laxation oscillation frequency, and the external cavity mo
spacing, and so the laser is expected to operate on the s
external cavity mode that lies within the filter spectral pr
file. If the magnitude of the filter bandwidth lies between t
external cavity mode spacing and the relaxation oscillat
frequency, the intermediate bandwidth regime, the comp
ity of the dynamical behavior is enhanced since many m
attractors are now available to the laser. Lastly, if the fil
bandwidth is much larger than the relaxation oscillation f
quency and the external cavity mode spacing, the broad fi
case, the laser response mimics behavior under COF and
would observe even more complicated dynamics.

Of the three cases mentioned above, the intermediate
case is the one that evinces most interest since the dyna
are substantially different from those due to COF and
they are significantly more complex than those due to a n
row filter. Using the deterministic dynamics that arise f
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such filters as a reference, this paper will, in a later sect
investigate the noise-induced alterations to the dynamics

For an elucidation of the noise effects on laser dynam
we find the narrow filter case to be of interest also. This
especially so because the dynamics are much less com
than for wider filters, and hence allow one to focus on t
effects of noise. Furthermore, with narrow bandwidth filte
one expects the frequency content of the noise to be filte
thereby approximately reproducing the situation that ari
during optical injection, i.e., when an external, monoch
matic light is injected into the laser. The analogy with optic
injection is particularly appealing because there is a vast
erature on the deterministic aspects of this topic that can
used as comparative reference to gauge the effects of n
@22#. The value of such comparisons can be emphasized
noting that the feedback system is mathematically very co
plex, and so one is mostly restricted to a simulation of
dynamics. In such instances, a connection of the feedb
system with the injection system can be essential for a th
ough elucidation of the noise-induced dynamics in a se
conductor laser.

In the next section we describe the theoretical model t
was used in this work to determine the effect of noise on
dynamics of a semiconductor laser under FOF. That is
lowed by Sec. III, which contains a summary of determin
tic dynamics, reviewing the notion of external cavity mod
and fixed points. Section IV describes the noise-induced
namics in the laser, for both intermediate and narrow fil
widths, and the final section contains a summary and disc
sion of the principal points of the paper.

II. MODEL

Figure 1 contains a schematic sketch of a FOF se
which consists of the semiconductor laser, an external de
line, and a frequency-selective filter. The external delay l
also includes two optical isolators and an attenuater to
phasize that we assume unidirectional propagation of
light in the delay line and that the amount of feedback
controllable. To mathematically describe this system,
augment the single-longitudinal mode model for a laser w

FIG. 1. Sketch of the unidirectional ring configuration for th
filtered optical feedback setup under study. The light emitted by
semiconductor diode laser~DL! passes through a beam splitter, a
optical isolator, the frequency filter, a second optical isolator, and
attenuater, which can be used to control the amount of feedb
After the attenuater the light is sent back to the semiconductor l
via the beam splitter.
3-2
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TABLE I. The parameter values used in the simulations.

Quantity Symbol Value

Linewidth enhancement factor a 5
Feedback rate g 13.073109 or 0.6533109 s21

External cavity round-trip time t 3 or 1.5 ns
Differential gain coefficient j 53103 s21

Photon decay rate G0 1011 s21

Carrier decay rate T1 1 ns
Threshold pump rate Jthr 1.431017 s21

Pump rate J ;1.5Jthr

Average carrier pair number ^N(t)& ;1017

Spontaneous emission rate R 531012 s21

Pump-rate-induced frequency shift k 1.2531026
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FOF that was used in Ref.@14#, with Langevin noise terms
@LE(t),Ln(t)# that model the spontaneous-recombinat
noise in the laser. As alluded to previously, we assume
any technical noise, such as refractive index fluctuation
the delay line or thermal fluctuations in the filtering eleme
can be neglected compared to the spontaneo
recombination noise inside the semiconductor laser. The
ter is assumed to have a Lorentzian spectral profile, whic
a convenient approximation that permits simplifications
the numerical model. In practice, a diffraction grating, o
Michelson or Fabry-Pe´rot interferometer, would serve as th
filter, and in such cases the assumption of Lorentzian fi
response ignores the effect of the filter’s free spectral ra
and its multiresonant nature. Nonetheless, we found in
vious work that a model with a Lorentzian spectral filt
mimics many of the experimentally observed features w
a Fabry-Pe´rot filter is utilized and hence is a very good a
proximation.

The optical field in the laser is represented byE(t)
5E(t)exp$iv0t%1c.c., wherev0 is the operation frequenc
of the laser in the absence of feedback~to be referred to as
the ‘‘solitary laser’’!, while E(t) is the ~complex! slowly
varying amplitude. The model equations read

Ė~ t !5
1

2
~11 ia!jn~ t !E~ t !1gF~ t !1LE~ t !, ~1!

Ḟ~ t !5LE~ t2t!exp~2 iv0t!1~ ivm2L!F~ t !, ~2!

ṅ~ t !5J2Jthr2
n~ t !

T1
2@G01jn~ t !#uE~ t !u21Ln~ t !, ~3!

v05v thr2k~J2Jthr!. ~4!

Here, F(t) is the ~complex! field amplitude in the externa
system after filtering and before reentering into the laser c
ity, and n(t) describes the inversion, or the number
electron-hole pairs relative to their value at solitary laser
eration. L is the half width at half maximum~HWHM! of
the ~Lorentzian! filter, v f is the central frequency of the fil
ter, andvm is the relative detuning between the center f
quency of the filter and the solitary laser frequency, i
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vm[v02v f , J5I /e is the normalized pump rate,I is the
pump current,e is the unit charge,Jthr is the pump rate at the
solitary laser threshold of the specific longitudinal mode,v thr
is the corresponding threshold frequency, andk ~.0! is an
empirical constant of proportionality. In principle, since th
gain coefficientj depends on frequency, it will show varia
tions with the pump rate as well. However, as we do n
expect any significant effect resulting from the modest f
quency variation range here considered~20 GHz!, the gain
coefficient is taken constant. Finally,T1 denotes the carrie
decay time.

Equation~4! accounts for the frequency shift induced by
change in the pump current. Unlike COF the solitary la
frequency cannot be taken as reference since there now
ists a second optical frequency in the system, i.e., the fi
center frequency (v f). The changes in refractive index an
temperature, induced by the pump current, will alter the s
tary laser frequency. This combined drift is known to d
crease with increasing pump current and its magnitude
expressed in Eq.~4! by the positive empirical constantk.

The last terms in the right-hand sides of Eq.~1! and Eq.
~3! are the Langevin noise terms, which represent the rand
fluctuations due to spontaneous recombination noise. T
correlation properties are

^ReLE~ t !Im LE~ t8!&50, ~5a!

^ReLE~ t !ReLE~ t8!&5^Im LE~ t !Im LE~ t8!&5Rd~ t2t8!,

~5b!

^Ln~ t !Ln~ t8!&5Dd~ t2t8!, ~6!

whered is the Dirac delta function,R the rate of spontane
ously emitted photons into the semiconductor-laser long
dinal mode under consideration andD the shot noise diffu-
sion strength, which is proportional to the average amoun
carriers in the device over one carrier lifetime (T1). In the
simulations the spontaneous-recombination rate was ch
such that the resulting solitary laser linewidth was;20 MHz
at 50% above threshold~see Table I!. The Langevin forceLn
represents the influence of recombination shot noise on
inversion while LE represents the effect of spontaneous
emitted photons into the lasing mode. The cross correla
3-3
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YOUSEFI, LENSTRA, AND VEMURI PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 046213 ~2003!
betweenLE andLn is very small since only a small fractio
(b'1025) of recombination events leads to a photon end
up in the lasing mode@16#, and has therefore been neglecte

All other parameters are identified in Table I. Writin
E(t)[AP(t)eif(t), where f(t) and P(t) are the slowly
varying phase and power, the normalization is such thaP
equals the number of photons inside the laser. Consis
with this normalization,n represents the inverted populatio
~the number of excess electron-hole pairs in the active lay!.

III. DETERMINISTIC DYNAMICS

In this section we briefly review our previously reporte
work on the deterministic dynamics that result in a semic
ductor laser due to FOF. In particular, we draw attention
the fact that the filter parameters can be effectively used
control the feedback light and hence alter the complexity
the dynamics. The simplest modes of operation of the F
laser system are those corresponding to single-freque
~cw! light emission. These are often referred to as exter
cavity modes~ECMs!, and we will follow this nomenclature
here. In dynamical-systems language the ECMs are der
from the fixed points of Eqs.~1!–~3! with Langevin terms se
to zero, i.e., the solutions of the form

E~ t !5APs exp@ iDvst#, ~7!

F~ t !5AQs exp@ i ~Dvst1us!#, ~8!

n~ t !5ns , ~9!

wherePs , Qs , Dvs , us , andnsPR are time-independen
quantities andPs ,Qs>0. A closed transcendental equatio
for the frequency shiftDvs from the solitary laser frequenc
v0 can be derived, reading

Dvst52Ceff sin@Dvst1v0t1arctan~a!

2arctan@~Dvs2vm!/L#, ~10!

where

Ceff5
gtLA~11a2!

AL21~Dvs2vm!2
. ~11!

In Fig. 2, the fixed-point frequenciesvs[v01Dvs , are
plotted versus the solitary laser frequencyv0 . From Eq.~4!
it can be seen that moving from left to right in this figu
corresponds to decreasing the pump current. Each inter
tion of a straight vertical line with the continuous, multiva
ued, and oscillating curve in Fig. 2 corresponds to a fix
point solution at that specific pump current~solitary laser
frequency!. Two such examples are shown in the (h,P)
plane in the insets to Fig. 2, whereP is the photon numbe
and h[f(t)2f(t2t) is the phase difference between t
light emanating from the laser and the feedback light. N
that the vertical line labeled ‘‘a’’ intersects the oscillatin
curve at 11 locations, each of which corresponds to one
the fixed points shown in inset~a!. The insets also show th
solitary laser mode, denoted by a diamond. Similarly, ve
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cal line ‘‘b’’ in Fig. 2 intersects the oscillating curve at nin
points, thereby leading to nine fixed point in inset~b!. Note
that vertical line ‘‘a’’ is closer to the center of the filter an
hence leads to more fixed points than at the location of
‘‘b.’’ It is also clear from inspection of Fig. 2 that a vertica
line in the wings of the filter~not shown! will intersect the
oscillating curve at very few points, implying that the num
ber of fixed points in the tails of the filter would be sma
Since the complexity of the dynamics is directly related
the number of fixed points available, Fig. 2 shows that
filter detuning, and its bandwidth, can be used to control
observed dynamics. Physically, changes in the bandwidt
the filter have a similar effect, since increasing the bandwi
increases the amount of feedback light and leads to m
complex dynamics~periodic and quasiperiodic oscillation
and chaos!. An extensive discussion of the fixed points, the
stability, their detuning dependence, and thea-induced
asymmetry can be found in previous work@14#.

IV. RESULTS

To investigate the effects of quantum noise on the dyna
ics of a semiconductor laser that is subject to FOF, we in
grated Eqs.~1!–~3! with a modified Runge-Kutta method o
second order. The noise was simulated by a standard ran
generator@23#, which returns a uniform Gaussian rando
deviate with zero mean and unit variance. It uses a subt
tive method@24# to calculate uniform deviates in the interv
~0.0,1.0! from which the Gaussian deviates are calculat
These deviates were multiplied by the noise diffusi
strengths to get the desired amplitude of the noise sou
Since the noise is assumed to be Gaussian, defining the
two moments is sufficient for a complete description of t
stochastic process because the higher-order moments a

FIG. 2. Fixed-point solutions to Eq.~10! in the (vs ,v0) plane.
The insets show the fixed points in the (h,P) plane for the two
cases~a! and~b! as indicated in the main frame. In~a! the detuning
is large enough to split the fixed-point body into two separate
lands, creating a potentially globally bistable situation. In~b! the
filter profile is seen to be superimposed on the standard COF fi
point ellipse.
3-4
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lated to the first two. As in Ref.@14#, a Poincare´-map-like
intersection of the phase space trajectory with a~predefined!
plane is recorded together with the average value of the
jectory over 50 external cavity round trips. For each ph
space trajectory, we recorded a histogram of the possibh
values, and where relevant also calculated the optical s
trum of the laser field.

Figure 3 contains the spectral linewidth of the solita
laser in cw operation~right vertical axis!, and the relative
intensity noise~RIN! at 50 MHz, as a function of pump
current ~left vertical axis!, which can be used to gauge th
effect of our chosen noise parameters on the steady-
characteristics of the laser. For these results, the spontan
emission rate was set toR5531012 s21 and D51.45
31016 s21, so as to achieve a relatively low-shot-noise las
Consistent with the well-known and expected behavior~see,
e.g., @16# and @21#!, the linewidth decreases with increasin
pump current@the ~artificial! saturation at high pump level
is a consequence of our numerical accuracy#. Indeed, the
spectral linewidth remains unaffected asD is increased up to
D;1018 s21 ~not shown!. Also, the buildup of coherence i
clearly observed in the low-frequency RIN, which decrea
with higher pump levels.

When several states of operation are simultaneously a
able to a dynamical system, it is called multistable. It h
been shown that the FOF system exhibits multistabi
@11,12,14#, and the final state of operation depends on wh
basin of attraction of a specific attractor one starts in. In
analysis of delay systems one generally projects an infi
dimensional phase space trajectory onto a finite dimensi
phase space, the~h, P,n! phase space in our case. We w
analyze the system in this restricted phase space and t
fore identify mathematical quantities such as the basin
attraction in the same environment. Due to theE(t2t) term
in Eq. ~2! the system of Eqs.~1!–~3! is infinite dimensional.
To integrate these fromt50, an integrable functiong(t),

FIG. 3. RIN and linewidth~FWHM! calculations for a solitary
laser in the presence of noise as described by Eqs.~1!–~3!. The left
vertical axis indicates the level of the RIN at 50 MHz in dB, whi
the right vertical axis indicates the linewidth of the solitary laser
MHz.
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defined over the interval2t<t,0, is required as an initia
condition @1#. For the sake of consistency and due to t
shadow-ability considerations@25#, we require that the initial
conditionsg(t) are part of a phase space trajectory in bo
the full and our restricted phase space. This requiresg(t) to
be differentiable@1#, and since it is impossible to ‘‘guess’’ a
t-long, differential piece of trajectory in the restricted pha
space we use the fixed points as initial conditions. Fr
there, numerical noise will drive the system to shadow a r
phase space trajectory@25#.

The argument that inclusion of noise in the FOF simu
tions can effectively serve as a stability analysis of the av
able attractors can be qualitatively motivated as follows:
phase space can be compared with a potential landscape
sisting of ~stable! valleys separated by~unstable! hills. In
order to operate on a specific attractor, i.e., reside withi
valley, the phase space trajectory must be within its basin
attraction. Due to the stochastic nature of the system, a t
sition from one basin of attraction to another is possible
pending on the ratio of noise strength to the ‘‘potential b
rier’’ to be surpassed. Escape from a valley will occur if t
noise amplitude is large enough to overcome the ‘‘hill’’ sep
rating one valley from the next. Here, the shot noise stren
plays a key role in that most of the multistable attracto
derived from deterministic analysis happen to be nonexis
in the presence of noise, since the potential barriers sep
ing the original attractors are small and can be overco
Therefore, inclusion of noise eliminates the unstable attr
tors and, for the few attractors that do survive, the final st
of operation, i.e., which attractor the system resides in, s
depends on initial conditions.

To illustrate the above discussion we chose a situa
where the external delay time is 3 ns and the filter bandwi
falls in the intermediate range, i.e.,L;2 GHz. We begin
with the noise-free case and choose parameters that lea
the three coexisting attractors shown in Fig. 4~a!, viz., a torus
~a!, a limit cycle ~b!, and a chaotic attractor~c!. The inset to
the figure also shows time series of power for the three
tractors in which the fast oscillations are on the relaxat
oscillation time scale while the slow oscillations ina andc
are approximately at the external round trip~delay! time
scale. Note that the horizontal scale inc is different from that
in a andb. Below the phase space portrait, the histogram
h values is given for the three attractors. Each histogr
contains theh statistics of the motion of the phase spa
trajectory on a specific attractor over 10 round trip time
Therefore, the attractors can be compared for the differ
noise strengths in Figs. 4~a!–4~d!, but conclusions on the
relative stability of attractors cannot be extracted. The his
grams show that during chaotic operation~labeledc in the
phase space! the system mainly resides ath'230, but oc-
casionally the trajectory passes very close to the limit cy
@also seen in the projection of Fig. 4~a!#. Note that Fig. 4~a!
also displays the fixed points that result from a determinis
analysis.

We next show, in Fig. 4~b!, the dynamics of the lase
when spontaneous emission noise (R5531012 s21) is in-
cluded in the model. The shot noise is still set equal to ze
i.e.,D50. Note that the phase space trajectories look sim
3-5
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FIG. 4. ~a! Phase portrait
~main frame! and time series~in-
sets! of the deterministic dynam-
ics. The histogram ofh values, as
described in the text, is also
shown~lower frame!. L52 GHz,
vm522.6 GHz, t53 ns, g
56.5373109 s21, and a55. ~b!
Phase portrait and histogram ofh
values in the presence of spont
neous emission noise but withou
shot noise. Note that the dynamic
resemble those in the determinis
tic case; even the attractors are th
same.~c! Phase space portraits o
the dynamics in the presence o
the correct level of shot noise an
spontaneous emission noise. Th
insets show the optical spectra.~d!
Phase space portraits of the d
namics for the same case as in~c!
except for the shot noise, which
now is one order of magnitude
larger.
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to the deterministic trajectories of Fig. 4~a!, but are slightly
smeared due to the noise. The histograms for the variabh
are also not dissimilar to the deterministic case. The con
sion one draws is that for the amount of spontaneous e
sion noise in this figure, the dynamics of the laser are sligh
perturbed from the deterministic case, but that the determ
istic attractors are still stable and this is where the sys
resides.

In addition to the spontaneous emission noise, if s
noise is also included (D51.4531016 s21) in the model,
one sees a dramatic effect, viz., only two of the three sta
survive@Fig. 4~c!#. The chaotic attractor is not visited at a
even when the simulations were started within its basin
attraction. Clearly, the chaotic attractor is not as stable as
other two, and its basin of attraction must be rather shal
relative to those of the other attractors. A crucial variable t
determines the stability of an attractor is the phase. S
noise affects the light intensity from a semiconductor la
via the relaxation oscillations and thea parameter, which
couples the intensity to the phase noise, distorts the phas
the attractor with the apparent effect of destabilizing t
attractor. The deterministic fixed points are shown in F
4~c!, for reference, and in the plot below the phase sp
trajectory are the corresponding histograms ofh values.
From these histograms we note not only the elimination
the chaotic attractor, but also that the limit cycle is broa
ened.

To delve into some detail about the frequency respons
a semiconductor laser under FOF, insets~a! and ~b! in Fig.
4~c! contain the optical spectrum of the laser output. T
center frequency of the filter is detuned from the solita
laser by22.07 GHz, and we note from the spectra that
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laser under FOF operates in a detuned mode, i.e., instea
the main peak being at 0, it is centered at22.07 GHz. We
also identify additional peaks in the spectrum of inset~a!,
which are offset by 0.3 GHz on either side of the main pe
at 22.07 GHz. These peaks are evidence of the round
dynamics in the laser response, corresponding to the d
time of 3 ns. We also note from inset~b! that the limit cycle
consists of periodic oscillations at the center of the filt
Lastly, we also see evidence of the relaxation oscillat
peaks in both spectra.

On increasing the shot noise level by one order of m
nitude, toD51.4531017 s21, the resulting dynamics@dis-
played in Fig. 4~d!# no longer resemble that of the determi
istic case. Now the system mainly resides on the ruins o
attractor that existed for larger filter detunings and is u
stable at the present detuning. The optical spectrum of
attractor clearly identifies it as ‘‘chaotic’’ with the ECM fre
quencies still visible as a result of the light passing throu
the external cavity. This is consistent with the phase diff
ence residing, for the most part, close to multiples of 2p ~see
histogram!. This manifestation of constructive interference
not unexpected, even for high shot noise levels, since s
noise has a minimal effect on the low-frequency phase fl
tuations@16,21#.

Figures 4~a!–4~d! provide convincing evidence that th
shot noise of the laser play a key role in determining the fi
form of the dynamics that are exhibited by the laser. So
we have discussed the dynamics that result for intermed
filter bandwidths (L;2 GHz). To further isolate the noise
induced alterations in laser response, and to make comp
sons with optical injection, we will now concentrate on
3-6
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NONLINEAR DYNAMICS OF A SEMICONDUCTOR LASER . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 046213 ~2003!
narrow bandwidth filter,L566.7 MHz, and an external cav
ity mode spacing of 667 MHz~i.e., delay time of 1.5 ns!. The
noise properties are calibrated according to Fig. 3. All ot
parameters were chosen to obtain a ‘‘classical’’ route in a
out of chaos~Table I!, i.e., a quasiperiodic route into chao
and a period doubling route out of chaos. In Fig. 5 the Po
caré intersection of the phase space trajectory is plotted
the usual (v,v0) plane which displays all the possible d
namics within the laser. The filter is centered at2278.7
GHz. In this figure, the deterministic dynamics~black dots!,
and those in presence of noise~gray dots! are shown, along
with the fixed points~black thin line! and their average val
ues in the presence of noise~gray thick line!. It is instructive
to examine the details of the dynamics that are represente
Fig. 5, and so the panels in Fig. 6 show some of these in
(h,P) plane, together with the optical spectra and the R
spectra. Figure 5 will be analyzed from left to right~decreas-
ing pump rate!, and to facilitate the discussion of Fig. 6
various parts of Fig. 5 have been labeled with lettersA
through G and the corresponding dynamics are shown
Figs. 6~a!–6~g!, respectively.

At large positive detunings (v0,2285 GHz), the effect
of the filter on the dynamics is marginal since almost no lig
is transmitted back into the laser semiconductor and so o
cw operation is possible. When the center of the filter
tuned to the high-frequency relaxation oscillation~RO! peak
at 2283 GHz~i.e.,vm'vRO), some of the light contained in
this peak leaks back into the laser cavity. The laser perce
this as feedback and therefore starts oscillating, as depi
in Fig. 6~a!. The center of these oscillations is located21
GHz away from solitary laser operation. The origin of this
GHz shift can be seen by going back approximately 1 G

FIG. 5. Bifurcation map of FOF for the parameters in Table
L566.7 MHz, t51.5 ns, g513.073109 s21, a55, and «540.
The gray dots represent the intersection of the phase space tr
tory with the Poincare plane in the presence of noise while the b
dots show the same quantity in the absence of noise. The thin b
line indicates the fixed points and the thick gray line shows
average value of the phase space trajectory over 50 external ro
trips. Phase space portraits of casesA,B,...,G are shown in Fig. 6.
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in filter detuning and studying the limit cycle that arises
v052284 GHz. Since the RO side peaks have a substan
width, it is possible for the laser to receive light from th
high-frequency RO side peak when the filter is centered
v052284 GHz. At this detuning, the amount of feedba
light is very low and only a low-amplitude limit cycle can b
sustained. In order for the system to maintain the limit cy
oscillations, the laser must shift its RO peak and oscillate
a higher frequency than the intrinsic relaxation oscillations
this pump level (vRO54.2 GHz). In Fig. 6~a!, where vm
5vRO, the laser has moved its relaxation oscillation fr
quency by;1 GHz to 5.1 GHz, in order to profit maximally
from the feedback. The21 GHz detuning from the solitary
laser operation is possible because the RO side peak is
infinitely narrow and therefore the laser has some ‘‘freedo
to adjust its frequency and attain the maximum possible o
put. Due to the positive value of the linewidth enhancem
factor, negative detuning corresponds to higher output pow
To compensate for the extra carrier depletion due to the h
output, the laser goes into large-amplitude self-oscillatio
where the maximum of the amplitude is at 150% of the so
tary laser power and the minimum is at 50% of the solita
laser power. The RIN in Fig. 6~a! confirms the higher relax-
ation oscillation frequency and the optical spectrum iden
fies the 21 GHz detuned operation. Note that the hig
frequency relaxation oscillation side peak is narrower in
optical spectrum than its low-frequency counterpart beca
the light in the high-frequency RO peak has passed thro
the filter center. This locking to the high-frequency RO pe
continues untilv052282 GHz.

It is interesting to note that the case of narrow filter FO
is in some respects similar to a semiconductor laser w
optical injection, where the injection strength is a se
consistently determined quantity as described above. The
namics of Fig. 6~a! are an example of phase unbounding
an attracting limit cycle@22# since the laser frequency locks
not to the ‘‘injection’’ frequency~i.e., the high-frequency RO
peak!, but ;25.2 GHz detuned from it. This feedbac
mechanism via the high-frequency relaxation oscillati
peak seems to occur only for sufficiently narrow filter
whereas broader filters were seen to induce feedback via
low-frequency relaxation oscillation peak@14#. For the cur-
rent parameters, the low-frequency relaxation oscillat
peak falls within the filter locking range, and its effects a
overshadowed by the direct filter-induced dynamics in
representation of Fig. 5. Further down, we will introduce
different representation of the bifurcation map in FOF and
that representation the low-frequency RO-peak-induced
namics are clearly visible.

As the filter center is approached, the amount of feedb
light increases, inducing more complex dynamics, and
Fig. 6~b! is an example of a case on the quasiperiodic ro
to chaos. Here, deterministic analysis indicates operation
a torus as the only stable dynamics where the slow freque
is 66.7 MHz, i.e., the filter bandwidth. In the presence
noise the torus remains, as can be seen from the l
frequency peak in the RIN spectra. Note that the center of
attractor is at the positive-h ~low-power! fixed points,
whereas the ‘‘solitary laser’’ fixed point with higher intensi
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FIG. 6. Phase space portraits for the casesA–G of Fig. 5. The optical spectra and the RIN spectra are also shown. Note that the
differs in the panels. A detailed explanation for each of the casesA–G is given in the text.
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NONLINEAR DYNAMICS OF A SEMICONDUCTOR LASER . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 046213 ~2003!
is not stable. Such behavior is consistent with the respons
a laser subject to optical injection. The optical spectr
shows that the laser frequency locks to the injection f
quency, which is 1 GHz detuned from the solitary laser f
quency. Indeed, a phase-bounded torus is predicted for
ser with optical injection under similar circumstances in R
@22#. We note from Fig. 5 that in the deterministic case t
quasiperiodic motion changes into a closed orbit on the to
after which a pocket of chaos is reached as the detunin
further decreased, whereas in the presence of noise the
cycle abruptly changes into a chaotic attractor. In Fig. 6~c!, a
sample of the chaotic dynamics is shown. The ‘‘flat’’ optic
spectrum, except for the wide relaxation oscillation pea
implies that the attractor is chaotic and the central peak
dicates operation on the negative-h ~high-power! fixed
points, consistent with the phase space portrait. The oc
rence of a phase-bounded chaotic attractor is in good ag
ment with what has been reported for the injection lase
small negative detunings@22#.

In the middle of the chaotic region of Fig. 5, a period
limit cycle appears, which is depicted in Fig. 6~d!. Quantum
noise perturbs this limit cycle and the optical spectrum in
presence of noise resembles that of a chaotic attractor ra
than a period-3 limit cycle. Also, in Fig. 5, the period
pocket is not visible in the presence of noise~gray dots!. The
phase space portrait shows that, although the trajec
spends most of the time close to the deterministic perio
limit cycle, some occasional excursions toward the solit
laser mode are made. Variations in the noise level, and e
complete omission of the shot noise (D50), did not change
the scenario. Clearly, the period-3 limit cycle is immediate
destroyed by weak noise, and instead the dynamics bec
chaotic with sparse isolated excursions toward the soli
laser operation.

Figure 5 shows that for the chosen parameter set, as
detuning is increased, the region of chaos is exited throug
period doubling route, where the period-2 and period-1 lim
cycles are shown in Figs. 6~e! and 6~f!, respectively. The
optical spectra identify the oscillation frequency as the rel
ation oscillation frequency, which is consistent with a pe
that appears at the relaxation oscillation frequency in
RIN of Fig. 6~e!. Indeed, such a scenario is to be expec
when a semiconductor laser is subject to optical inject
@22#, and predictions for such a laser say that with furth
detuning one obtains an inverted Hopf bifurcation that e
in a state of stable locking at negative detuning. This sta
locking state is seen in Fig. 6~g! as the very narrow peak in
the optical spectrum at the center of the filter at;28 GHz.
In the absence of noise the period-1 limit cycle that occur
point F in Fig. 5 @see Fig. 6~f!#, coexists with another limit
cycle, which ‘‘floats’’ between the solitary laser and the filt
center. However, noise destabilizes this attractor.

At large negative detunings~point G in Fig. 5! the amount
of feedback light passing through the filter is very low and
insufficient to induce dynamics. However, cw locking to t
filter center becomes possible and a global cw bistab
between the filter center and the solitary laser appears.
superimposed optical spectra in Fig. 6~g! show two distin-
guishable states of operation, separated byvm/2p;8 GHz,
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which correspond to the solitary laser frequency and the fi
frequency. The linewidth at solitary laser operation is;20
MHz while operation at the center of the filter corresponds
;1 MHz linewidth. During operation at the center of th
filter, the light passes through the filter center and becaus
the narrow filter width is ‘‘cleaned.’’ Hence, operation at th
center of the filter has a smaller linewidth. This is an e
ample of an ‘‘injection-locked’’ state. The apparent coexi
ence with the state of nearly solitary laser operation is
manifestation of the self-consistent setting of the inject
rate; namely, the system can operate either at solitary l
frequency and thus be subject to very little injection, or at
filter frequency and so fully profit from the feedback, i.e.,
subject to large injection strengths.

In Fig. 7 we show a different bifurcation map of FOF, i.e
the power probability density versus the solitary laser f
quency, where the power signal has been low-pass filtere
mimic a 1 GHz bandwidth photodetector. Here, the solita
laser-centered operation corresponds to the nearly horizo
line, whereas the filtered-centered operation correspond
the upper branch. The dark regions identify high probabi
while lighter regions correspond to low probability. In th
representation used in Fig. 5, the solitary laser fixed po
seems to destabilize once the operation at the filter ce
becomes possible (v0P@2275,2270# GHz). On the con-
trary, Fig. 7 shows a bistable scenario in the same freque
range, where a cw state at solitary laser operation coex
with the limit cycle at the filter center. This cw state bifu
cates to a limit cycle as the filter center is approached furt
(v0;2275 GHz). This limit cycle is the low-frequenc
counterpart of the limit cycleA @Fig. 6~a!#. In Ref. @12#,
Guidici et al. report on transition from cw-solitary laser op
eration to limit cycle operation at the filter center when t
feedback strength is increased. Such a scenario can be
in Fig. 5 when starting at2265 GHz one tunes the lase
down in frequency and then encounters the period-do

FIG. 7. Probability density of operation on a certain power le
versus the solitary laser frequency for the same case as Fig. 5.
regions represent high probability while lighter regions repres
low probability. Note the discontinuous locking behavior at the b
ginning of the filter locking region (v0P@2273,2269 GHz#), and
the coexistence of the two attractors between2275 and2269 GHz.
3-9
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YOUSEFI, LENSTRA, AND VEMURI PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 046213 ~2003!
ling route into chaos. The two branches in Fig. 7
v0P@2275,2270# GHz indicate the possibility of hyster
esis, which was indeed also observed in Ref.@12#. Also seen
in Fig. 7 is a discontinuous trace at the filter center arou
2270 GHz, which indicates that this fixed point is not stab
throughout the whole locking range. This is a manifestat
of the phase contribution from the filter, which is describ
by the arctangent term in Eq.~10!. Detuning variations will
cause a change in the interference conditions between
external and internal light and therefore change the stab
of the fixed point. Figure 7 is in a form that can be compa
directly to a measurement of the output power with a 1 GHz
photodiode.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We theoretically analyzed the dynamics of a semicond
tor laser with filtered optical feedback in the presence
noise, and by comparing with the deterministic analysis e
cidated the effects on quantum noise on laser response
though shot noise is traditionally neglected in studying se
conductor lasers, our analysis included shot noise.
results indicated that, consistent with the predictions
Henry et al. @21#, shot noise had practically no effect on th
fixed points of the laser, i.e., on the steady-state charact
tics. On the other hand, if the semiconductor laser exhi
dynamics, we find that shot noise has a substantial influe
and cannot be neglected. Since shot noise level is an intri
property of the semiconductor laser, we conclude that
dynamics of a semiconductor laser with filtered optical fe
back will strongly depend on the shot noise property of
specific laser design and on the bandwidth of the exte
filter.

Noise automatically perturbs the phase space trajec
and a large region of phase space can thus be ‘‘probed
acquire information on the stability of attractors. In the r
sults reported in Fig. 4 we demonstrated the sensitivity of
dynamics, and of specific attractors, to shot noise lev
Specifically, variations in the magnitude of shot noise le
can alter the stability and existence of specific attractors

In Ref. @14#, the deterministic dynamics were investigat
for moderately narrow filter bandwidths~;1 GHz!. When
the bandwidth of the filter is smaller than the external cav
mode spacing, the scenario is expected to resemble th
optical injection with few fixed points and low-dimension
dynamics. Our results do indeed confirm this expectat
We concentrated on the narrow bandwidth regime to iden
cs
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the noise-induced changes in the dynamics for a very sim
sequence of bifurcations and also to emphasize the injec
character of narrow-bandwidth-filtered feedback. Two clas
cal routes into and out of chaos were investigated and
period-doubling route was found in the presence of no
while the quasiperiodic route is no longer present. In@12#
Giudici et al. measured filtered-feedback dynamics using
feedback rate as the bifurcation parameter. They showed
riodic oscillation at the filter center, as shown in Fig. 6~f!,
and cw operation at solitary laser frequency~;2269 GHz in
Fig. 7!, and switching between the two could be achieved
means of varying the feedback rate. Hysteresis was
shown, indicating bistable behavior. In our analysis the fe
back rate is fixed and the detuning is used as the bifurca
parameter. In Figs. 6~f! and 6~g!, the two states of interest ar
shown and Fig. 7 clearly depicts the bistability in this regio

For narrow bandwidth filters, the dynamics do not chan
significantly when the shot noise level is increased, imply
that the feedback light is ‘‘cleaned’’ in the external cavi
and the dynamics are mainly filter induced. It has be
shown by Yabreet al. @26# that in case of injection the slav
laser will copy the noise properties of the injected signal.
many of the cases depicted in Fig. 6 the optical spectr
shows the feedback signal as a detuned, narrow peak a
filter center. The robustness of the dynamics as the n
level is changed indicates that the feedback light is decid
the nature of the dynamics, unlike for broad filters~Fig. 4!
where the shot noise level is very influential in determini
the nature of the dynamics. We therefore conclude, in ag
ment with@9,10#, that narrow bandwidth filters will stabilize
the FOF-system even in the presence of noise and tha
these bandwidths the dynamics resemble in several asp
that of a semiconductor laser with optical injection@22#.

Finally a histogram of operation versus bifurcation p
rameter was presented~Fig. 7!. This plot can directly be
compared with experimental data, since it shows the ou
power of the laser detected by a 1 GHz bandwidth photodi-
ode. The bifurcations up to period 2 can clearly be identifi
and the complementary information on operation and bif
cation of the solitary laser frequency can also be extrac
from this plot, since it shows the statistics of the full pha
space trajectory and not merely an intersection with a pla
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